
To the Kimbolton Community Committee 9 November,   2022
C /O Tony Waugh

Letter in Support of funding application for toilet and shower block, dump station plus RV power
connection at Kimbolton Domain.

On behalf of the All Points Camping Club of NZ and as Manager, NZ Lifestyle Camping Ltd (national self
containment issuing authority) I fully support the committee’s proposal for a small toilet and shower block at
Kimbolton.

In my role with NZ Lifestyle Camping I work with RV vehicle owners, rental companies, importers and
manufacturers throughout NZ. As you are no doubt aware the government has been looking at perceived issues
with campers at deemed high volume tourist locations. To help reduce this issue and spread tourism dollars the
industry is working towards promoting the rural experience and moving tourism traffic away from the main
highways.

The community benefits of creating opportunities for travelling tourists in rural areas are considerable. Benefits
include positive word of mouth promotion of the region, new revenue coming into the region supporting local
businesses and employment together with the social benefits of diverse cultural interaction.

MBIE estimate that (prior to covid) there were more than 70,000 ‘certified’ self contained recreational vehicles in
NZ with an estimated similar (no actual statistics) of other recreational camping vehicles. A combined estinate of
150,000 travelling camping vehicles would not be unrealistic. On top of this there is an increasing number of
overseas Te Araroa Trail walkers and cyclists coming into NZ. As a result of Covid many rental vehicles were sold
(since replaced) to private owners and caravan and motorhome imports / sales increased. Accordingly the MBIE
figures pre Covid should be considered to be lower than as at the current state of the industry. Anecdotally the
vast majority of NZ’s travelling campers, both domestic and international bypass the Manawatu with stops being
National Park, Wellington, Picton.  We should encourage such travellers to visit, stay and spend in our region.

With industry moves to direct travelling campers off the beaten track to rural NZ, the opening of the new Tararua,
Manawatu highway and the multiple pathways through the Manawatu District (including Pohangina and
Rangwahia) improving facilities at the Kimbolton Domain and supporting this target market is a win, win situation.
As NZ society continues to move towards a fully inclusive society, disabled access facilities is essential.

One of the significant issues with NZ’s growing domestic and international Recreational Vehicle industry is the
disposal of waste both rubbish and human waste (grey water / blackwater). The vast majority of camping vehicles
carry sufficient waste capacity for 3 days and disposing of this can become an issue with a shortage of suitably
accessible dump stations. The installation of a well designed (per consultation with users) RV effluent dump
station in accordance with NZS 5465:2001 would be of considerable benefit to meet the increasing demand.

Regional events such as the Kimbolton Sculpture Festival and Rhododendron Festival bring significant numbers
of campers to the region.  Having good facilities that cater to this market are welcoming and will be remembered
and shared as well as encouraging travellers to stay longer and spend / contribute more to the community.

Accordingly I fully support the Kimbolton Community’s application for funding in this matter.

Sincerely yours,

Gary Stoneley, Manager NZ Lifestyle Camping Ltd.
B’Ed


